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Abstract—Partial discharge (PD) is the manifestation
of insulation degradation, and it is regarded as a great
risk in the field of industrial high-voltage insulation system. In this paper, the direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation
algorithm is used for the localization of partial-discharge
source. The intersecting point of two rays, which come
from two different directions measured by two uniform
linear arrays (ULAs), can be regarded as the plane location of partial-discharge source. Fast rise times of partialdischarge pulses result in a wide electromagnetic spectrum, thus this paper focuses on the DOA estimation of
wideband signals. The technique of multimodal joint sparse
representation (MJSR) has been used to improve the performance of biometrics recognition. Here, we extend it to
DOA estimation. The received data are represented by a
sparse linear combination of potential steering vectors,
while constraining the observations from different frequencies subject to sharing the same sparsity pattern. Based
on the simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP)
and alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM), a
hard threshold algorithm is proposed for DOA estimation.
In order to reduce the computational complexity of hard
threshold algorithm, an improved soft threshold DOA estimation algorithm based on the ADMM is proposed as well.
The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms is validated
by simulations and real tests.
Index Terms—Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation,
localization
algorithm,
multimodal
joint
sparse
representation (MJSR), wideband signal.
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N OMENCLATURE
A
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∗
(·)
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(·)T
IM
ADMM
ALM
CSSM
DFT
diag{z1 , z2 }

Matrix.
Column vector.
Conjugate.
Conjugate transpose.
Transpose.
M × M identical matrix.
Alternating direction method of multipliers.
Augmented Lagrangian method.
Coherent signal subspace method.
Discrete Fourier transform.
Diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are z1
and z2 , respectively.
DOA
Direction-of-arrival.
ISSM
Incoherent signal subspace method.
JLZA-DOA
Joint L0 approximation direction-of-arrival.
L1-SVD
L1-singular value decomposition.
MJSR
Multimodal joint sparse representation.
PD
Partial discharge.
RMSE
Root-mean-square error.
RSSI
Received signal strength indicator.
SNR
Signal-to-noise ratio.
SOMP
Simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit.
TDOA
Time difference of arrival.
TOA
Time of arrival.
ULA
Uniform linear array.
UHF
Ultrahigh frequency.
W-ADMM-H Wideband alternating direction method of
multipliers hard threshold value.
W-ADMM-S Wideband alternating direction method of
multipliers soft threshold value.
W-CMSR
Wideband covariance matrix sparse
representation.
W-SOMP
Wideband simultaneous orthogonal matching
pursuit.
WSN
Wireless sensor network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

ARTIAL discharge (PD) can lead to a great risk in the
dielectric stability of an insulation system, and it is the
manifestation of insulation degradation. A PD is a discharge
phenomenon within an insulation structure defect, such as an air
gap, oil film, and a conductor edge, at a certain voltage without
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overall insulation breakdown [1]. Confirming the localization
of PD source is one of the main methods to diagnose and assess
the condition of high-voltage insulation system [2] in modern
industry [3].
UHF method has been extensively applied in substations
worldwide with excellent results both during high-voltage
on-site commissioning tests and condition monitoring during service [4], since it has the advantages of strong antiinterference, high sensitivity, and stable propagation velocity.
Many researchers have studied the application of UHF to the
field of PD localization and fault diagnosis [1], [5]. Based on the
advances in ultrahigh-speed sampling equipment, it is possible
to accurately measure the propagation of the PD wavefront as it
passes through a four-element antenna array. Then, the arrival
time difference was applied to wideband radio-frequency interference of PD sources [5]. The wideband radio-frequency interference generated by PD sources can be used for noninvasive
monitoring of discharges. Then, a PD early warning system can
be constructed based on radio frequency. The significant advantage of this method lies in the ability to detect PD sources in
energized equipment anywhere within a substation compound
during normal operating conditions [6]. Accurate position estimations of PD sources depend on the accuracy of arrival time
difference [5], [6]. However, accurate estimation of this would
be very difficult. Based on three antennas, the noncontact PD
measurement using wideband radiometry was adopted to detect
the radiated electromagnetic waves generated by PD sources
[7]. The angle of arrival estimation is achieved according to the
phase difference of different antennas, then the position of PD
source was estimated [8]. By the time-of-flight technique, the
time difference between wavefronts arriving at two UHF-PDsensors indicates the location of PD source. Then this technique
is transformed into frequency domain, and a high estimation
accuracy of PD source is achieved. However, the disadvantage
is that the interesting frequency range of the cross correlation
and minimum method must be determined manually [9].
PDs in transformers cause multiple resonances in the transformer tank. Fast rise times of PD pulses result in a wide
electromagnetic spectrum enabling certain resonances [5], [6],
[8], [9]. The recent research about localization of PD sources is
based on the array signal processing to achieve a high estimation accuracy [1]. However, its localization algorithm is based
on the DOA estimation of narrow signals. This is unreasonable for the real condition for the signals sent by PD sources,
since they are all wideband signals. Thus, the DOA estimation algorithms of wideband signals should be used for PD
sources’ localization. Then, the intersecting point of two rays
representing two directions is the location of PD source.
For the DOA estimation of wideband signals, the classic
algorithms are ISSM [10] and CSSM [11]. Most of those
related methods decompose incident wideband signals into
narrowband components, and then realize wideband DOA estimation with incoherent or coherent techniques. The coherent
spectral focusing-based methods have been demonstrated to
surpass their incoherent counterparts [11], thus these methods
have attracted more researchers’ interests. However, DOA preestimates of incident signals are required for spectral focusing,
and the precision of those pre-estimates largely influences the
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performance of DOA estimation [12]. Recently, based on sparse
representation theory, L1-SVD method is proposed in [13],
which reduces the dimension of observations via SVD. Convex
approximation is introduced and L1-norm is used to facilitate
the optimization process [14]. A method called JLZA-DOA was
proposed in [15], but the global convergence is not guaranteed.
Then, W-CMSR method is proposed in [16]. However, only
noncoherent signals can be estimated. In addition, the WSN can
be used for source localization as well [17]–[22].
In 2014, MJSR has been proposed in the field of biometrics
recognition, which is robustness to noise [23]. Then, a new joint
sparse representation model for robust feature-level fusion has
been proposed. By using the advantages of sparse representation, unreliable features to be fused for visual tracking can be
dynamically removed [24]. Based on task-driven formulation,
the multimodal dictionaries have been learned simultaneously
with their corresponding image classifiers [25].
Based on MJSR, in this paper, we extend this technique
into DOA estimation of wideband signals. First, we construct
a large steering matrix containing all the potential directions of
all frequency points. Based on SOMP algorithm, the DOAs of
wideband signals can be estimated. Second, we propose two
ADMM-like algorithms, the DOAs are estimated based on hard
and soft threshold value algorithms, respectively. Compared
with the algorithm proposed in [1], three algorithms proposed
in this paper have much higher estimation accuracy. By solving the intersection of two rays coming from two different
DOAs, i.e., two linear equations, the plane coordinates of PD
source can be obtained finally. The real data of UHF signals
collected in the microwave anechoic chamber prove to be suitable to locate PD sources effectively by the proposed algorithm
as well. The accuracy and feasibility of the proposed algorithms
are therefore proved.
This paper is organized as follows. The problem formulation of wideband signals is introduced in Section II. The
wide SOMP algorithm is proposed in Section II as well.
Two ADMM-like algorithms are proposed in Section III. The
computational complexity of three algorithms is discussed in
Section IV. The improved localization algorithm is introduced
in Section V. Simulation results and real test are shown and
analyzed in Section VI. Conclusion is drawn in Section VII.
II. DOA E STIMATION OF W IDEBAND S IGNALS
A. Problem Formulation
In a PD detection and localization system, a ULA is used for
receiving UHF signals radiated by PD sources. Suppose that
K wideband signals with bandwidth B impinge onto a ULA
with M sensors from directions of θ1 , . . . , θK , respectively.
The received data of the mth sensor are expressed as
xm (t) =

K


sk (t − τmk ) + nm (t)

(1)

k=1

where τmk =(m − 1)d sin θk /c is the time delay of the kth signal between the mth sensor and the first sensor (it is set as the
reference sensor), sk (t) is the signal complex envelope of the
kth signal, and nm (t) is the additive noise of the mth sensor.
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The observation time T0 is divided into N time intervals, and
the duration of each time interval is Td . Then, J points DFT is
taken on the observation data, the received data model of the
wideband signals can be expressed as
X̄n (fj ) = A(fj ) S̄n (fj ) + N̄n (fj )

(2)

where X̄n (fj ), S̄n (fj ), and N̄n (fj ) are the DFT of the received
data, signals, and noise, respectively, corresponding to the certain frequency fj , n = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , J. The manifold
matrix is expressed as
A(fj )= [a1 (fj ), . . . , aK (fj )]
where the steering vector is given by
T

ajk = e−j2πf τ1k , . . . , e−j2πf τM k .

(3)

(4)

It should be noted that wideband signals with bandwidth
B is divided into J sub-bands in frequency domain, which
means that there are J equations corresponding to frequencies
f1 , . . . , fJ . The problem is stated as follows. We have the frequency data (2) after DFT, then DOAs θ1 , . . . , θK are needed
to be estimated.

Algorithm 1. W-SOMP algorithm



Initialize the residual matrix R0 = diag X1 , . . . , XJ ;
the index set Λ0 = ∅;
the iteration counter t = 1;
while not converged do
update residual matrix Rt ;
update approximation matrix At ;
update set Λt containing t indices, where t is the number
of iterations;
8: end while;
return residual matrix RT ;
return approximation matrix AT ;
return set ΛT containing T indices, where T is the
number of iterations completed.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

where the operator F stands for the Frobenius norm of a
matrix. In order to solve this problem, we transform (6) into
a compact form




min diag X1 , . . . , XJ − diag Φ1 , . . . , ΦJ Γ
Γ

s.t. Γrow,0 ≤ K
B. DOA Estimation in Sparse Spatial Domain
The DOA estimation problem can be formulated as a sparse
representation problem
(5)
Xj = Φj Sj + Nj , j = 1, . . . , J




where Xj = X̄j1 , . . . , X̄jN , Φj = aj1 , . . . , ajK̄ is an overcomplete steering matrix, aji corresponds
to the
 steering vector

of the angle θ̄i , the set Θ = θ̄1 , . . . , θ̄K̄ is a sampling
grid
of all potential
directions in spatial domain, and Sj =


j
j
j
S̄1 , . . . , S̄N , S̄n is a sparse vector. The ith element of it
is nonzero, if signal k comes from θ̄i for some k and zero
otherwise, and Nj = N̄j1 , . . . , N̄jN . Thus, Sj is a sparse
matrix with only K nonzero rows associated with actual directions. In general, K̄  M > K. Note that Φj is known and
it does not depend on the direction of actual signals. It means
that the direction of actual signals can be estimated as long
as the positions of nonzero values in S̄nj are found. Φi =
Φj , i, j = 1, . . . , J, which means the overcomplete steering
matrices belonging to different frequencies are different from
each other. However, unlike Φi , Si has the same sparsity pattern as Sj , i.e., positions of nonzero rows of Si are the same as
those of Si .
In more general case, we have J frequency points (modali J
ties). If we denote Xj j=1 as a set of J observations, and each


modality consists of N snapshots. Let S = S1 , . . . , SJ ∈
CK̄×N J be the matrix formed by concatenating the potential
signal matrices. Then, we can determine the row-sparse matrix
S by solving the following problem:
min Xj − Φj Sj
Sj

s.t. Srow,0 ≤ K

2
F

, j = 1, . . . , J

(6)

2
F

(7)

T

where Γ = S1 , . . . , SJ ∈ CJ K̄×N . This optimization problem can be solved based on SOMP, which is one of the most
simplest greedy methods.
However,
 it should be noted that the

dimension of diag Φ1 , . . . , ΦJ is tremendous (M J × K̄J),
which would lead to a huge computational burden for “big data"
[26], [27]. The W-SOMP is summarized as follows.
Then, approximation matrix AT is the solution of Γ, which
contains the direction information of incident signals. We
divide AT into J block matrices with the same form as Γ. The
final DOA estimation is the nonzero rows of
Save =

J
1 j
A .
J j=1 T

(8)

III. DOA E STIMATION B ASED ON ADMM
The optimization problem (6) holds at multiple frequency
points, which can be regarded as multimodal multivariate sparse
representation problem. This is a convex optimization problem. However, it is difficult to solve due to the joint sparsity
constraint. In this section, based on ADMM, we propose an
approach to solve (6) based on MJSR. Let
1
Xj − Φ j S j
2 j=1
J

C(S) =

2
.
F

(9)

Then, (6) is transformed into
min C(S)+λ Srow,0
S

(10)

where λ is a positive parameter. The core idea of ADMM is to
decouple C(S) and Srow,0 by introducing auxiliary variables
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Algorithm 2. ADMM algorithm

Algorithm 3. W-ADMM-H algorithm

1: Initialize S0 , Z0 , AZ,0 ;
2: while not converged do
3:
St+1 = arg min fρ (S, Zt , AZ,t );

1: Initialize S0 , Z0 , AZ,0 ;
2: while not converged do
A
;
3:
St+1 = Zt + ρZ,t
row,0
 H
−1
Zjt+1 = Φj Φj + ρI

 H
4:
× Φj Xj + ρSjt+1 − AjZ,t ;
.
5:
AZ,t+1 = AZ,t + ρ (Zt+1 − St+1 ).
6: end while.

S

Zt+1 = arg min fρ (St , Z, AZ,t );
Z
.
5:
AZ,t+1 = AZ,t + ρ (Zt+1 − St+1 )
6: end while.
4:

to reformulate the problem into a constrained optimization
problem
min C(S)+λ Zrow,0
S,Z

(11)

s.t. Z = S.

Since (11) is an equally constrained problem, the ALM can
be used to solve it. The augmented Lagrangian function
fρ (S, Z; AZ ) is defined as
ρ
2
C(S)+λ Srow,0 + AZ , Z − S + Z − SF
2

(12)

where AZ is the multiplier of the linear constraint, and ρ
is the positive penalty parameter. The ALM algorithm solves
fρ (S, Z; AZ ) with respect to S and Z jointly, keeping AZ fixed
and then update AZ keeping the remaining variables fixed.
Due to the separable structure of the objective function fρ ,
one can further simplify the problem by minimizing fρ with
respect to variables S and Z, separately. The steps of ADMM
are given in Algorithm 2. In what follows, we describe each of
the suboptimization problems in detail.
A. Hard Threshold Value Algorithm
1) Update Step for Z: The first suboptimization problem involves the minimization fρ (S, Z; AZ ) with respect to Z.
Based on the quadratic structure of (12), this minimization can
be easily achieved by setting the first-order derivative to zero.
Furthermore, the loss function C(S) is a sum of convex functions associated with submatrices Sj , j = 1, . . . , J. Thus, the
suboptimization problem is formulated as follows:
ρ
2
Zj − Sj F .
C Sj +λ Srow,0 + AjZ , Zj − Sj +
2
(13)
Based on the simple method of completing the square, (13) is
rewritten as
C Sj +λ Srow,0 +

Aj
ρ
Zj − Sj + Z
2
ρ

2

−
F

AjZ
2ρ

Then, one seek for the Zjt+1 , j = 1, . . . , J, which has the
following solution:

 H
−1  H
× Φj Xj + ρSjt − AjZ,t
Zjt+1 = Φj Φj + ρI
(16)
where I is a K̄ × K̄ identical matrix, and Sjt and AjZ,t are the
submatrices of Sj and AjZ , respectively.
2) Update Step for S: The second suboptimization problem involves the minimization fρ (S, Z; AZ ) with respect to S.
The problem can be rewritten as
min
S

2
F

s.t. Srow,0 ≤ K.

(17)

Then, S can be expressed as
St+1 = Zt +

AZ,t
ρ

row,0

.

row,0

values from large to small, the rows corresponding to the largest
K values are chosen and the remaining values of rows are set to
zero. This method can be regarded as the hard threshold value
algorithm. Thus, the W-ADMM-H algorithm is summarized as
follows.
B. Soft Threshold Value Algorithm
According to the equivalence of l0 and l1 norm, the optimization problem (6) can be formulated as
min C Sj +λ S1,q
S

.
(14)

By setting the first-order derivative equal to zero, we have


∂fρ Sj , Zj ; AjZ
T
= Φ j Xj − Φ j Z j
∂Zj


AjZ
j
j
+ρ Z −S +
= 0. (15)
ρ

(18)

This equation means that we calculate the l2 -norm of each row
. Based on the values of l2 -norm, we sort the
of Z + AρZ

2
F

AZ
ρ
Z−S+
2
ρ

(19)

where q is set to be greater than 1 to make the optimization
problem convex. The l1 /lq regularization seeks a solution with
sparse nonzero rows. Hence, we get a representation consistent
across all the modalities. The update form of Z is the same as
(16) of the W-ADMM-H algorithm. However, the update of S
has another form.
This suboptimization problem is with respect to S, and it can
be reformulated as
min
S

1
AZ,t
Zt+1 − S +
2
ρ

2
F

λ
+ S1,q .
ρ

(20)
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Due to the separable characteristic of l1 norm, (20) has the separable structure, it can be solved by minimizing with respect
to each row of S separately. Let zi,t+1 , ai,Z,t , and si,t+1 be
the row of Zt+1 , AZ,t , and St+1 , respectively. Then, for each
i = 1, . . . , K̄, we solve the following subproblem:
si,t+1 = arg min
s

1
2
z − sF + ηsq
2

(21)

where z = zi,t+1 + ai,Z,t ρ−1 and η= λρ . One can derive the
solution for (21) for any q. In this paper, we only focus on the
case with q = 2. We have
1
2
z − sF + ηs2
2
1
2
= arg min z − sF + η sT s
s 2

si,t+1 = arg min

1/2

.

(27)

The main steps of W-ADMM-H and W-ADMM-S algorithms are the update steps for S and Z. For the

 W-SOMP algorithm, the dimension of steering matrix diag Φ1 , . . . , ΦJ is
tremendous M J × K̄J , it would lead to a huge computational burden.
The dimension of steering matrix of W-SOMP is J times
of the W-ADMM-H and W-ADMM-S algorithms. It means
that the W-ADMM-H and W-ADMM-S algorithms are more
computationally efficient. The W-ADMM-H and W-ADMM-S
algorithms can process J suboptimization problems in parallel.
This would accelerate the calculation of Z. The update steps for
Z are the same for the W-ADMM-H and W-ADMM-S algo−1
 H
, and
rithms. They both involve computing Φj Φj + ρI
−1
 H
is
two matrix multiplications. The value of Φj Φj + ρI
constant across iterations and can be precomputed. This process
can reduce lots of computational complexity. Matrix multiplication for two matrices of sizes m × n and n × p can be done
in O (mnp) time.
However, the update steps of S are different for the WADMM-H and W-ADMM-S algorithms. For the W-ADMM-H
algorithm, the values of l2 -norm of each row of S need to be
sorted from large to small. Compared with the W-ADMMS algorithm, this process would cost lots of computational
complexity. Thus, among W-SOMP, W-ADMM-H, and WADMM-S algorithms, the computational complexity of the
W-ADMM-S algorithm is the lowest.

(28)

V. PD S OURCE L OCALIZATION B ASED ON DOA
E STIMATION

(22)

This minimization can be easily achieved by setting the firstorder derivative equal to zero

Then, z can be expressed as

z= 1+

η
s2

1/2

×2s
(23)


s.

(24)

Letting s2 = c, c > 0, (24) can be rewritten as

η
s.
z= 1+
c

(25)

Equation (25) can be transformed into another form by making
the l2 norm on both sides of (25)

η
1+
c = z2 .
(26)
c
Then, c can be written as
c = z2 − η > 0.
Substituting (27) into (25), we have


η
z= 1+
s.
z2 − η
Then, s can be written as

si,t+1 = 1 +

η

−1

z2 − η


η
= 1−
z
z2 +

1: Initialize S0 , Z0 , AZ,0 ;
2: while not converged do


η
z;
3:
for each i = 1, . . . , K̄, si,t+1 = 1 − z
2
+
 T
−1
Zjt+1 = Φj Φj + ρI
;
 T
4:
× Φj Xj + ρSjt − AjZ,t
.
5:
AZ,t+1 = AZ,t + ρ (Zt+1 − St+1 ).
6: end while.
IV. C OMPUTATIONAL C OMPLEXITY

s

1 T
∂f
=z−s+η×
s s
∂s
2
s
=z−s+η
= 0.
s2

Algorithm 4. W-ADMM-S algorithm

z
+

(29)

where (c)+ is a vector with entries receiving values
max (ci , 0). This method can be regarded as the soft threshold
value algorithm. Thus, the W-ADMM-S algorithm is summarized as follows.

Three ULAs are installed in a substation. Assume that the
projection of PD source in the plane of ULAs is S  . The reference points of three ULAs are A, B, and C, respectively. Due
to the mirror ambiguity, the incident signal may come from two
sides of ULA, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The intersecting point of
two rays can be regarded as the location of PD source in principle. It can be seen that S  and S  are the intersecting points of
two rays as well. However, S  and S  are not the actual location of PD source. Thus, another ULA is employed to estimate
the DOA of incident signal in order to make sure the actual
location of PD source. S  is the intersecting point of three rays,
which is regarded as the actual location of PD source.
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Fig. 3. Position of three ULAs and the actual and fake PD sources.

Fig. 1. Position of three ULAs and azimuth of PD source.

For the sake of simplicity, an example is shown in Fig. 3.
Based on Algorithms 2–4, ϕ1 , ϕ2 , and ϕ3 can be estimated.
The coordinates of reference points A, B, and C corresponding
to ULA1, ULA2, and ULA3 are (0, 0), (0, yB ), and (xC , 0),
respectively. It can be shown that S  is the actual position of
PD source, and S  is a fake one. Based on the measurement of
ULA1 and ULA2, we have
y
(30)
tan ϕ1 =
x
y − yB
.
(31)
tan ϕ2 =
x
Then, the coordinates of (xS  , yS  ) can be calculated as
yB
x=
tan ϕ1 − tan ϕ2
yB tan ϕ1
y=
.
tan ϕ1 − tan ϕ2

(32)
(33)

Based on the measurement of ULA1 and ULA3, the coordinates
of (xS  , yS  ) can be calculated as
1
xC
1 + tan ϕ1 tan ϕ3


tan ϕ1
y=
xC .
1 + tan ϕ1 tan ϕ3

x=
Fig. 2. Planar diagram of sensor array and azimuth of PD source.

Remark 1: In [1], authors give a PD source localization
approach, DOA estimation of two L-arrays can be used to localize one PD source. Although an L-array is applied to estimate
DOA, the detected range of azimuth is from 0 to π. This means
that when the DOAs of incident signals are estimated, the signals may come from both sides of ULA. Fig. 2 in [1] gives
the planar diagram of antenna array and azimuth of PD source.
We redraw that figure in here as our Fig. 2. The projection of
PD source on the sensor array plane is P  , the L-shaped array
is composed of sensors 1, 2, and 4. A 3-D rectangular coordinate system is established with sensor #1 as the origin as
shown in Fig. 2, and the azimuth angle is ϕ1 . With the same
method, consider the L-shaped array formed by sensors #3,
#2, and #4 with #3 as the origin, and the azimuth angle is
ϕ2 . The rectangular coordinate system is established according
to the dashed lines in Fig. 2. However, another PD source P 
may exist, which is the intersecting point of another two rays.
The proposed approach utilizes another ULA to make sure the
mirror ambiguity can be avoided.

(34)
(35)

If S  is the actual position of PD source, then (32) is equal to
(34), and (33) is equal to (35). However, the position of the fake
PD source does not satisfy these conditions. The actual position
of PD source can thus be decided with three ULAs together.
The RSSI method has been used for localization based on
WSNs [28]. However, the attenuation of the signal strength
could be changed due to the complex condition of the channel. The estimation accuracy of PD source’s location could be
severely degraded. TOA [29] is a method that tries to estimate
the PD source’s position based on the travel time of a signal. However, clock synchronization is one of the challenges
involved in the TOA. In [1], a novel algorithm based on DOA
estimation is proposed for the localization of PD sources in
substations. Planar location of PD sources can be obtained by
solving the intersecting point of two lines coming from different DOAs. The time difference in TDOA estimation [30]
is replaced by the phase difference in DOA estimation. The
benefit of DOA or TDOA compared to TOA is that only the
elements’ clocks need to be synchronized between each other.
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Fig. 4. RMSE versus SNR.

Fig. 5. Successful probability versus SNR.

Compared with RSSI method, the different attenuations of the
signal strengths almost do not affect the estimation result of
PD source’s location. Thus, the application of DOA estimation
could be a good choice in the PD source’s localization.

problem. For W-SOMP algorithm, the dimension of steering
matrix is very large, which contains the information of all the
frequency points. The greedy selection strategy is adopted in
W-SOMP, which has a higher reconstruction probability than
that of W-ADMM-H algorithm. Thus, the RMSE of W-SOMP
is smaller than that of W-ADMM-H algorithm. Among the
other two algorithms, the RMSE of JLZA-DOA algorithm is
larger than that of W-CMSR algorithm. Since there are inherent
biases at the points of DOAs in the spectrum of JLZA-DOA.
For W-CMSR algorithm, it cannot perform well without the
preprocessing of the unified correlation function.
The W-ADMM-S algorithm is applied to solve the l1 norm
minimization problem. Since the l0 norm minimization problem is NP-hard problem, it cannot be solved in polynomial time.
Then, the l0 norm minimization problem is relaxed to become
the l1 norm minimization problem, which is a convex problem
and can be solved in polynomial time. However, this relaxation
has a tradeoff, i.e., the solution of l1 norm minimization is not
sparser than that of l0 norm minimization. Thus, this approximation makes the RMSE of W-ADMM-S larger than that of
W-ADMM-H algorithm.
From Fig. 5, it can be seen that when SNR is 5 dB, successful probability of W-SOMP, W-ADMM-H, and W-ADMM-S
algorithms approximates to 100%. The successful probability
of W-SOMP algorithm is higher than that of other two algorithms in low SNR, which is verified by the results of Fig. 4.
It should be noted that the ADMM algorithm does not always
converge when it is applied to solve the nonconvex problem
(the l0 norm minimization problem). This is another reason that
the successful probability of W-ADMM-H is lower than that
of W-SOMP algorithm. Among the other two algorithms, the
successful probability of W-CMSR is higher than that of JLZADOA algorithm even when the SNR is low. When SNR reaches
5 dB, the successful probability of W-CMSR reaches 100%.
However, JLZA-DOA algorithm needs 8 dB. The results of successful probability of JLZA-DOA and W-CMSR algorithms are
identical with those of RMSE.
Second, we test the DOA estimation performance of different algorithms versus snapshot number. The SNR is fixed at
3 dB. Other simulation conditions are identical with that of
Fig. 4. The RMSE of different algorithms versus snapshot number is depicted in Fig. 6. The successful probability of different
algorithms versus snapshot number is depicted in Fig. 7.

VI. S IMULATION AND R EAL T EST V ERIFICATION
A. Simulation Verification
We compare the performance of the proposed DOA estimation algorithms with JLZA-DOA [15] and W-CMSR algorithms
[16] via computer simulation. Assuming that two PD sources
impinge on a ULA with eight sensors, and the interspace being
is half-wavelength with respect to the highest signal frequency.
Two wideband signals come from 44◦ and 68◦ , and their frequency spectrum is in the range of 0–1.5 GHz. The received
signal is sampled at 4.5 GHz.
We compare the proposed W-SOMP, W-ADMM-H, and
W-ADMM-S algorithms with JLZA-DOA and W-CMSR algorithms. The number of independent trials is 100. A trial is
regarded as a successful one when the difference between the
estimated and true DOA is less than 3◦ . The successful probability is counted as the ratio between the number of successful
trials and the total number of the independent trials. The RMSE
is defined as


q
Nk 
 1 
2
ψ̂ik − ψi
(36)
RMSE = 
Nk
i=1
k=1

where Nk is the number of independent trials, ψ̂ik represents
the estimated DOA of the ith signal in the kth trial, and ψi
represents the true DOA of the ith signal.
First, we test the DOA estimation performance of different
algorithms versus SNR. The snapshot number is fixed at 300.
The RMSE of different algorithms versus SNR is depicted in
Fig. 4. The successful probability of different algorithms versus
SNR is depicted in Fig. 5.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that RMSE becomes smaller
as SNR increases for all the algorithms. The correlations as
well as coupling information among different frequencies are
simultaneously taken into account for the proposed algorithms.
Thus, the proposed algorithms outperform the JLZA-DOA and
W-CMSR algorithms. For W-SOMP and W-ADMM-H algorithms, they both are applied to solve a l0 norm minimization
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Fig. 6. RMSE versus snapshot number.
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Fig. 8. Resolution probability versus SNR.

Fig. 9. Planar diagram of three ULAs and two PD sources.
Fig. 7. Successful probability versus snapshot number.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that RMSE becomes smaller
as snapshot number increases for all the algorithms. The
proposed W-SOMP and W-ADMM-H algorithms outperform
W-ADMM-S algorithm. This is mainly because the solution
of l1 norm minimization is not sparser than that of l0 norm
minimization. Among the other two algorithms, the RMSE of
JLZA-DOA algorithm is larger than that of W-CMSR algorithm. When the SNR is larger than 300, the variation of the
RMSE is little, since there are inherent biases at the points of
DOAs in the spectrum of JLZA-DOA.
For the successful probability shown in Fig. 7, the W-SOMP
algorithm outperforms W-ADMM-H and W-ADMM-S algorithms. This result is identical with the first experiment with
respect to SNR. Among the other two algorithms, the successful probability of W-CMSR is higher than that of JLZA-DOA
algorithm. When the snapshot number reaches 320, the successful probability of W-CMSR approximates to 100%. However,
JLZA-DOA algorithm needs 380 snapshot numbers.
Fig. 8 shows the resolution probability versus SNR for the
proposed algorithms when the sources are closely spaced (6
degrees separation). The elevation and azimuth of the incident
signals are 54◦ and 60◦ , respectively. Other simulation conditions are the same as those in the first experiment. The two
2 − ϕ2 | are
incident signals are resolved if |ϕ
1 − ϕ1 | and |ϕ
i and ϕi represent the estimated
smaller than |ϕ1 − ϕ2 |/2. ϕ
and real azimuths for ith incident signal, respectively.
Fig. 8 shows that the resolution performance of W-SOMP
algorithm outperforms another two algorithms in a relatively

low SNR (−2 to 8 dB). When SNR is smaller than −2 dB, the
proposed algorithms do not perform well, since the effect of
noise is fairly remarkable. It results in the relatively poor resolution performance of the proposed algorithms in low SNR.
However, when SNR is larger than 8 dB, the resolution performance of the proposed algorithms reaches 100%. Among the
other two algorithms, W-CMSR performs better than JLZADOA algorithm. In-depth analysis of the JLZA-DOA spectrum
shows that the actual spectrum peaks often fork at the top,
which may puzzle the user in judging whether there is one or
two adjacent signals. The details can be found in [14]. This phenomenon has blocked JLZA-DOA from obtaining satisfying
DOA estimation performance.
Thus, when high accuracy of DOA estimation is required,
the W-SOMP algorithm should be selected, and the tradeoff
is a large computational burden. When real-time processing
is required, the W-ADMM-S algorithm should be selected,
and the tradeoff is the relatively low estimation accuracy.
The W-ADMM-H algorithm is in the middle for both the
estimation accuracy and real-time processing. Then, based on
the cross-location method, the location of PD source can be
estimated finally.
Finally, we test PD source’s localization performance of WADMM-H, JLZA-DOA, and W-CMSR algorithms versus SNR.
Planar diagram of three ULAs and two PD sources is shown in
Fig. 9. The reference coordinates of three UlAs are A(0, 6, 4)
m, B(0, 0, 4) m, and C(14, 0, 4) m, respectively. The positions
of PD sources are P1 (5, 3, 1) m and P2 (8, 3, 1) m, respectively. Assume that the signals directly reach the receivers.
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TABLE I
L OCATION R ESULTS AND E RRORS OF PD S OURCE BY W-ADMM-H

TABLE V
L OCATION R ESULTS AND E RRORS OF PD S OURCE BY ESPRIT

TABLE II
L OCATION R ESULTS AND E RRORS OF PD S OURCE BY W-CMSR

TABLE VI
L OCATION R ESULTS AND E RRORS OF PD S OURCE BY TOA

TABLE III
L OCATION R ESULTS AND E RRORS OF PD S OURCE BY JLZA-DOA

Since the ULA is used, ESPRIT-based algorithm is merely used
for one-dimensional DOA estimation. The cumulants of the signals cannot be used. This causes the performance degradation
of ESPRIT-based algorithm. The proposed localization algorithm can obtain better localization accuracy as compared with
others. The superior localization performance of the proposed
algorithm is verified by this real test.

TABLE IV
L OCATION R ESULTS AND E RRORS OF PD S OURCE BY THE P ROPOSED
A LGORITHM

Theoretical values of azimuth angles are ϕ1A = −30.96◦ , ϕ1B =
30.96◦ , ϕ1C = 71.57◦ , and ϕ2A = −20.56◦ , ϕ2B = 20.56◦ ,
ϕ2C = 63.43◦ . The snapshot number is fixed at 100.
Planar location of the PD sources’ locations can be obtained
using the mean values of azimuths estimated above by (32)
and (33) or (34) and (35). The localization results and their
errors based on DOA of different algorithms versus SNR are
shown in Tables I–III, respectively. It can be known that the WADMM-H performs best, the localization error is the smallest
of three algorithms. This result is identical with that of the DOA
estimation accuracy.
B. Real Test Verification
In this section, the proposed algorithm is tested in real application. The real test is taken in a microwave anechoic chamber.
Its height, width, and length are 18, 10, and 15 m, respectively.
The proposed DOA-based localization method is compared
with the ESPRIT-based algorithm proposed in [1] and the TOAbased algorithm [29] to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method. The positions of three ULAs and two PD sources are
the same as that of the simulation. The planar diagram is shown
in Fig. 9. The frequency spectrum of two wideband signals is in
the range of 0–1 GHz. The received signal is sampled at 4 GHz.
The snapshot number is fixed at 100. The localization results
and their errors of different algorithms versus SNR are shown
in Tables IV–VI, respectively.
It can be shown that the localization accuracy of ESPRITbased algorithm is similar to that of TOA-based algorithm.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a localization algorithm for PD source in industrial high-voltage insulation system has been proposed based
on three ULAs. The position of PD sources can be decided by
the intersecting point of two rays sent by two ULAs. Another
ULA is applied to eliminate the mirror ambiguity. The localization algorithm is based on estimating DOA of PD sources
via MJSR theory. For l0 norm minimization, two DOA estimation algorithms named W-SOMP and W-ADMM-H algorithms
are proposed. For l1 norm minimization, an algorithm named
W-ADMM-S is proposed. Finally, the position of PD source
can be located with a high accuracy based on the cross-location
method.
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